## Yr 8 HOME ECONOMICS  
2016-Semester One  
Assessment

| Week | Assessment Task | Grade: A= 80-100%  
B= 69-79%  
C= 50-68%  
D= 40-49% Below Acceptable standard!!! | % Weighting |
|------|----------------|-------------------------------------------------|------------|
| 2-18 | Practical work- ( weekly food preparation evaluation)  
-“L-plates and “P” Plate TEST  
-Pencil case-construction/evaluation  
-Self-Evaluation of Practical Work  
-students review their skill set each lesson. | MATERIALS Component =50%  
TECHNOLOGY PROCESS = 20% |
| 8    | Written Test  
-understanding Nutritional information: Nutrients, 9 Dietary Guidelines, the Healthy Eating Pyramid and planning healthy meals. | TECHNOLOGY PROCESS 10% |
| 14   | Student Workbook | TECHNOLOGY PROCESS 30% |
| 9    | Breakfast Assignment  
-Theory-Devise, Plan (Food order/Time plan) and evaluate their performance.  
-Practical-produce the breakfast they have planned. | TECHNOLOGY PROCESS 40%  
MATERIALS 15% |
| 12   | Practical tests(2 in course) | MATERIALS Component =35% |

**TOTAL: 100%**

**NOTE:** All assessment pieces are to be handed in on the DUE DATE!!!